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1 DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF ABUJA, GWAGWALADA, ABUJA. NIGERIA 2 DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE, COVENANT UNIVERSITY, OTTA, OGUN STATE. NIGERIA. E-mail addresses:  1 majieronu2007@hotmail.com, 2 ssopam@gmail.com  ABSTRACT In this paper, we present a precise delta extraction scheme and tool for use in wireless sensor network reprogramming processes. Our approach involves the use of a novel algorithm based on SET theory and the unique pattern of the Execution Link File (ELF) structure to extract delta from two distinct firmware (original and the modified). The delta consist of two set of unique values: one set clearly indicate the address of where the change has occurred and the second relays the change Data content. In addition, we developed a set of metrics that relays the degree of modification made with respect to the original file. The scheme capabilities, when compared with similar utilities referred in literature, shows an appreciable capacity to reduce energy consumption rate as well as effect a reduction in the amount of memory space used during reprogramming processes.   Keywords- reprogramming; operating system, wireless sensor network, Delta  1. INTRODUCTION  Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are mostly deployed in remote locations and are compose of a large number of sensor nodes that are memory constrained and deficient in sustainable energy supply. WSN has been helpful in several applications where remote monitoring and control are the needful [1, 2]. Interestingly, the need to alter a WSN application initial set objectives is a common occurrence in real time.  To effect these changes, the wireless sensor nodes will have to be reprogrammed via serial communication or other known direct approaches. However, this is not possible because sensor nodes in most cases once deployed in challenging and inaccessible terrain cannot be easily reached. The only option appropriate and commonly in use is the Over-the-Air remote reprogramming method. In several works [3, 4, 5], the Over-the-Air reprogramming method has been effectively implemented via the use of embedded operating systems. Jun-Zhao in [6] as well as Dunkiels et al. in [7] categorized the reprogramming processes into three, namely: full code image replacement approach, the loadable module approach and the incremental-differential approach.  Each approach evolved from 
the need to improve upon the drawbacks of the others.  This work addresses energy consumption rate related issues attributed to certain utilities employed in reprogramming processes based on the incremental-differential approach. Section two provides detailed background information on the issues being addressed based on reviewed selected works of literature. A description of the materials and methods employed in designing, realising and evaluating the Precise Delta Extraction (PDE) scheme are conveyed in section three. In section four, we discuss the results obtained from these evaluations; and in additions; highlight some of the advantages the PDE scheme has over existing delta extraction utilities. Section five concludes the paper.  2 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE  The full image replacement approach involves overwriting existing system image currently running on the sensor nodes with a compiled binary image of the new application software and the operating system inclusive. Examples of sensor networks reprogramming software employing this approach implemented in TinyOS [8, 9] are XNP and Deluge [10]. Next in line is the loadable module based 
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approach implemented on modularized operating system architectures (e.g. LiteOS [11]  and Contiki [7, 12, 13]).  It entails the transmission of only modified modules that are then linked and loaded by the operating system. In comparison to the full image replacement based approach, the loadable module based approach is more suitable for over-the-air reprogramming because only updated modules are transmitted. It also allows for the addition and removal of new application task packaged in modular form. However, use of large memory space, demand for more processing time that invariably translates to higher power consumption and slow system execution are drawbacks associated with the loadable module based approach. The incremental-differential based approach scheme transmits only the delta thereby reducing the amount of data needed to be transferred (especially when only small changes are involved like bug-fixes). A review of existing reconfiguration scheme currently in use shows that the incremental-differential approach method is more promising when compared to others [14]. A further review of the incremental-differential based approach reveals that in some cases, instead of smaller deltas being generated, larger ones were rather produced [3]. A problem largely attributed to the traditional incremental-differential utilities employed in delta generation (Rsync [15] employed in [3, 16] and Clone Detection [17] used in [18] ).  The majority of incremental-differential reconfiguration approach employs software applications that extract differences between the original source code and the modified application source codes. Most rely on the Rsync algorithm [15], though several extension or modifications have been made to the original work meant for larger system’s networks to suit the WSN platform [19, 20] .  The utilities were inherently not designed to handle file structures well-matched for sensor network data transmission and dissemination. The PDE scheme presented in this paper provides a software tool and set of metrics for extracting precise delta information to address the issues attributed to the Rysnc utility and its variants. The Scheme has measuring capabilities that reports the degree of changes at various sections or segments. Hence, it is used in measuring the extent of firmware modification resulting from the addition or removal of software coding elements (variables, constants, functions, etc.). 
By extension, it is helpful in detecting firmware cloning.  3 METHODOLOGY The approach adopted involves the use of a novel algorithm based on SET theory and the unique pattern of the Execution Link File (ELF) structure to design the scheme. The design enables the extraction of the delta from two distinct firmware (original and the modified) express as functions of their constituent set of bytes.  The delta consists of two unique values. One clearly indicates the address of where the change has occurred and the second relays the change noticeable in the Content/Data. In addition, we developed a set of metrics that relays the degree of modification made with respect to the original file. The entire scheme is implemented using the Language Integrated Query (LINQ) and the Microsoft C# programming tool [21]. LINQ is a programming model that introduces queries as a first-class concept into any Microsoft.NET Framework language. LINQ provides a methodology that simplifies and unifies the implementation of any data access [22, 23].  3.1 Design and Implementation  Program modification can occur in any of the ways listed below: 
• Adding new functionalities or data (for example, constants,  variables, program constructs) 
• Removing no longer needed functionalities and related data. 
• Updating existing functions or data content. Let A =  OPQRSS TUVWX YRZ[\] ^_ VℎW a[bYcRbW da VℎW db[][\RS Xd^beW edfW g  and  B =  OPQRSS TUVWX YRZ[\] ^_ VℎW a[bYcRbW da Ydf[a[Wf  Xd^beW edfW g Now, ∆i= j\l
∶   ∆i ⇒  lffWf XWV da edfW c[Vℎ X[]\[a[eR\V [\ebWRXW [\ |j| Also,  ∆p= l\j
∶  ∆p ⇒ qWYdrWf  XWV da edfWX c[Vℎ X[]\[a[eR\V fWebWRXW [\ |l|  However, modification could take place without a significant change in the number of elements contained in either A or B. Such occurrences can be represented as   ∆∓. Descriptions of the symbols used in the mathematical modelling of the PDE scheme are given in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. The symbols used were based on 
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the structure of the Execution Link File (ELF) format [24].  Table 1: Description of ELF membership type symbols [24] Member Types Description 
tu. _VU_W Type  of segment this array element describes  vu. Xℎwxxy Section’s physical address tu. _wxxy  Segment’s physical address  tu. _z{|}~ The number of bytes in the file image of the segment 
vu. Xℎz{|{~} The number of bytes in the file image of the section vu. Xℎz|w Flags relevant to the segment  Table 2:  Description of ELF memberships’ attributes type symbols [24] Attributes Description 
tu_ The array element specifies a loadable segment 
vu|| The section occupies memory during process execution 
vu The section contains executable machine instructions  Let SEG = a collection of XW]with the PH.p_type attributes =tu_: 
v =   XW]p tu. _VU_W = tu                 (1) Where PH ⇒ Program Header and n = number of segments: And let    l =  XWe{ . vu. Xℎwxxy∈ ¡XW].tu. _wxxy , XW].tu. _wxxy+ XW].tu. _z{|}~£                                (2) j =  XWe{ . vu. Xℎz{|{~} ≠ 0                                               (3) ¥ =  XWe{ . vu. Xℎz|w = vu||                                    (4) ¦ =  XWe{ . vu. Xℎz|w = vu                          (5) Where SH is the Section Header and m is the number of sections then the elements of XW] consists of a collection of sections XWe{  expressed thus: 
XW] =  §  XWe{¨p{ │ l& j « ¥ «¦¬                              (6) From each section contained in   XW] ,   a unique address value (­Rffb®)   is derived for each instruction code/data by concatenating values of 
segment number (¯), section number ([) and the position (_) of each instruction/data (¦®).  
­Rffb®      = ¯ + [ + _    adb Z = 0 → ± ²XW]²     (7)¨p  The addressing scheme uniquely identifies an associated instruction code/data contained in the entire loadable file. In order to identify changes ( ∆i ,   ∆pR\f  ∆∓) resulting from reprogramming or reconfiguration processes, XW] are obtained for the original file’s ELF (y{) and the modified version (̈ x) respectively. Subsequently, while using ­Rffb®  as a reference, each   ¦® within XWe{  of respective XW]  are compared and where there are differences, they are reported as either modified set of codes ( ∆∓), added set of codes ( ∆i) or removed set of codes ( ∆p)  appropriately. Algorithm 1 listing shows the algorithm employed for the PDE.  Algorithm 1: Precision Delta Extraction (PDE) Implementation 
1. From  SEG obtain a collection of seg 
2. { 
3. For each seg, obtain a collection of sec 
4. { 
5. For each sec collection    
6. { 
7. Compare associated contents (¦®) of  Forig  and  
Fmod as addressed by                                                                    
        unique address value (­Rffb®) 
8. { 
9. Case (contents = equal  )    :   ignore 
10. Case (contents = different) : report as modified, 
note address, count number of    
         occurrence(s)   
11.        Case (³´µµ¶· contained in Forign  does not 
exist in Fmod ) :  a deletion of code(s) has taken           
                place , note address, count  number of 
occurrence(s)   
12.        Case (³´µµ¶·contained in Fmod  does not exist 
in Forig ) :  an addition of code(s) has taken     
                place, note address, count number of 




16. }  3.2 Measuring the degree of   ∆i ,   ∆p  ¸¹º   ∆∓in relation to the original firmware size (Distortion Metrics) Let m, n and p represent the total number of segments, sections and bytes/words respectively, Likewise: 
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»XWe{ is the Total Number of bytes /words contained in a section, »XW]is the Total Number of bytes /words contained in a segment and »z is the Total Number of bytes /words contained in the file. These terms can be obtained thus: Tsec¼ =  |XWe{|                                                           (8)  
Tseg½ =  ±|XWe{|p{                                                    (9) 
T¾ =  ± ²XW]²¨p                                                          (10) Where ¿ represents the degree of changes effected, the value ¿  can be obtained thus:  
¿ =  À»z Áy{Â − »z (̈ x)»z Áy{Â  Ä                                 (11) Based on the value of ¿ , the following can be inferred: i. When(¿ < 0 ) , it implies that a set of codes has been added and possibly some of the original codes could have been modified as well. ii. When(¿ > 0 ) , it implies that a set of codes has been removed and possibly some of the original codes could have been modified as well. iii. When(¿ = 0 ) , it implies that no change has taken place. However, it is possible that some of the original codes could have been modified as well.  3.3 PDE Evaluation  We evaluated the PDE by employing Sample application source codes’ ELF files derived from the GNU C compiler customised for the Contiki operating system. Each of the sample files' source codes was altered or modified in response to changes emanating from evolving application needs. Typically, these changes could involve or span over variables, constants, function names, libraries and other source code constructs. However, in this work the changes were confined to variation involving constants, variables and Function names only.  Having implemented these changes, the modified files were then recompiled to obtain new ELF files.  Each pair of generated ELF files (original and modified) were further processed using the PDE. The PDE, by design, outputs a dataset, which contains a collection of delta (the data difference(s) between the original and modified files) and their respective address or addresses where applicable. In addition, the PDE produces three reports: the first and second reports are printouts of ELF constituents (available sections, data contents, and their respective addresses) of both the original and modified files respectively.  The third 
report relays the changes detected in the two files. Figure 1 shows the front end of the PDE application developed using C-sharp programming tools, and Figure 2 shows an additional form that displays ELF profile information of application firmware.  As indicated in the Figure 1, the original and modified application’s ELF constituents (generated unified address, physical address, data,  list of loadable segments and segments related addresses and size) as well as  the generated delta  are displayed using the list view object components labelled as ‘Original’ , ‘Modified’ and ‘Delta’ respectively.  4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION In consonant with section 3.3 we demonstrate the performance of the PDE using an application sample ‘remotepowerswitch.c’ built on the Contiki OS [25]. Changes effected at various source code’ program structure were applied to each application’s source code, each of the ensuing modified files paired with the original was compiled and their subsequent ELF files fed into the PDE. The Delta obtained, and other relevant information provided on the ELF profile form, are presented under related subsections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.  Table 3: List of ‘remotepowerswitch.elf’ ELF constituents Segment Number  Number  of Sections Segment Byte size Segment Flags 
0 465 79, 988 Execute , Read 1 65 2,152 Execute , Read 2 4 1,788 Write, Read 3 1 0 Read 4 15 8,344 Write, Read 5 2 912 Execute , Read 6 1 36 Execute , Read 7 1 4 Execute , Read 8 1 4 Execute , Read 9 1 4 Execute , Read 
10 1 4 Execute , Read Total bytes contained in File 93,236   4.1 ELF Profile of the ‘Remote Power Switch’ Sample Application  Using the ELF profile front end of the PDE, the constituents of the generated ‘remotepowerswitch.elf’ form in its original state (without any modifications) are presented in Table 3. The Profile’s front end as shown in Figure 3 indicates where these constituents were obtained from.  In addition, The ELF profile front end provides the following information:  
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i. A list of all loadable segments contained in the file. The information is obtained using Equation (9). ii. The virtual and physical start address of each segment.  iii. The total byte size of each segment  
iv. Whether ‘Execute’, ‘Read’ or ‘Write’ operations are allowed in the listed segments. v. It also indicates the unified Addressing scheme obtained to identify uniquely each data content within the ELF file. 
 Figure 1:  Delta Extraction Front End 
 Figure 2: ELF Profile Display Front End  
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 Figure 3: ELF profile of the ‘remotepowerswitch.elf’ file  4.2 Case Study 1: Effecting Changes to ‘Constant Data ‘ Program Code Listing 1 and 2 shows the highlighted section of the ‘Led.c’ source code where the change was made. In this case, the label definition ‘LEDS_RED’ used in the original source code has a value of ‘#2’ as indicated in the header file ‘Led.h’ in Program Code Listing 1. The label definition was altered to take on a new value of ‘#4’ represented by ‘LEDS_YELLOW’.  The two source codes (the original and the altered) were compiled and their generated ELF fed into the PDE. The delta obtained are illustrated in Figures 6, 7 and 8.  Program Code Listing 1: Extract from ‘Led.h’ showing values assigned to   constant definitions used   in  ‘Led.c’ #ifndef LEDS_GREEN #define LEDS_GREEN  1 #endif/* LEDS_GREEN */ #ifndef LEDS_YELLOW #define LEDS_YELLOW  2 #endif/* LEDS_YELLOW */ #ifndef LEDS_RED #define LEDS_RED  4 #endif/* LEDS_RED */ #ifndef LEDS_BLUE #define LEDS_BLUE  LEDS_YELLOW #endif/* LEDS_BLUE */  
Program Code Listing 2: Extract from ‘Led.C’ file showing original Constant Assignment (Case study1) void toggle_handler(void* request, void* response, uint8_t *buffer, uint16_t preferred_size, int32_t *offset) {   leds_toggle(LEDS_RED);    PORTEbits.RE0 = !PORTEbits.RE0; } 
 Program Code Listing 3: Extract from ‘Led.C’ file showing modified Constant Assignment (Case study 1) void toggle handler(void* request, void* response, uint8_t *buffer, uint16_t preferred_ size, int32_t *offset) {   leds_toggle (LEDS_YELLOW);   PORTEbits.RE0 =! PORTEbits.RE0; } 
 
Figure 4: Original Data value of the file before effecting 
changes (Case study1) 
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The Delta listing in Figure 6 was obtained from the ‘modifiedRpt.txt’ and the initial values as presented in the ‘originalRpt.txt’ file is shown in Program Code Listing 4. Program Code Listing 4 depicts the alteration in the data content to be exactly one byte in size. The change occurs at unified address location     
‘0->276->3' and has a  physical address  value of   ‘9D012014’. The extent of change does not affect the size of the entire firmware, and it is confined to just a segment in the program hence its orientation is of the segment confined type.  
 
Figure 5: PDE display delta results obtained from Case study 1 
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 Figure 6:  Modified value of Data after effecting changes (Case study 1)  Program Code Listing 4: Extract from ‘Led.C’ file showing the insertion of a ‘Flow of Control’ code construct (Case study 2) 
toggle handler(void* request, void* response, 
uint8_t *buffer, uint16_t preferred_size, 
int32_t *offset) 
{ 
int decide = 0;  
if (decide = 1) 
 { 
 leds_toggle(LEDS_RED); 





  PORTEbits.RE0 = !PORTEbits.RE0; 





SECTION NO.: 150 ; SECTION NAME : 
.text.process_thread_remote_power_switch ; 
NAME INDEX.: 142D TYPE : ProgBits ; LOAD 
ADDRESS : 9D00F268 ; SIZE : 84   
 |  0->150->0 |  9D00F268 |  27BDFFE8 
 |  0->150->1 |  9D00F26C |  AFBF0014 
 |  0->150->2 |  9D00F270 |  AFB00010 
 |  0->150->3 |  9D00F274 |  94820000 
 |  0->150->4 |  9D00F278 |  10400006 
 |  0->150->5 |  9D00F27C |  808021 
|  0->150->6 |  9D00F280 |  24030059 
 |  0->150->7 |  9D00F284 |  54430014 
 |  0->150->8 |  9D00F288 |  A4800000 
 |  0->150->9 |  9D00F28C |  B403CB3 
 |  0->150->10 |  9D00F290 |  24020059 
 |  0->150->11 |  9D00F294 |  F4043E3 
 |  0->150->12 |  9D00F298 |  0 
 |  0->150->13 |  9D00F29C |  3C02BF88 
 |  0->150->14 |  9D00F2A0 |  8C436100 
 |  0->150->15 |  9D00F2A4 |  7C030004 
 |  0->150->16 |  9D00F2A8 |  AC436100 
 |  0->150->17 |  9D00F2AC |  3C02BF88 
 |  0->150->18 |  9D00F2B0 |  8C436110 
 |  0->150->19 |  9D00F2B4 |  7C030004 
 |  0->150->20 |  9D00F2B8 |  AC436110 
 |  0->150->21 |  9D00F2BC |  3C04A000 
 |  0->150->22 |  9D00F2C0 |  F4042CF 
 |  0->150->23 |  9D00F2C4 |  2484257C 
|  0->150->24 |  9D00F2C8 |  24020059 
 |  0->150->25 |  9D00F2CC |  A6020000 
 |  0->150->26 |  9D00F2D0 |  B403CB7 
 |  0->150->27 |  9D00F2D4 |  24020001 
 |  0->150->28 |  9D00F2D8 |  24020003 
 |  0->150->29 |  9D00F2DC |  8FBF0014 
 |  0->150->30 |  9D00F2E0 |  8FB00010 
 |  0->150->31 |  9D00F2E4 |  3E00008 
 |  0->150->32 |  9D00F2E8 |  27BD0018  Figure 7: PDE display delta results obtained from Case study 2  4.3 Case Study 2: Effecting Changes to ‘Flow of Control’ 
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Similar procedures carried out in the previous sub-section were repeated for a scenario where ‘flow of control’ construct is introduced in the main application’s source codes. Program Code Listing 4 shows highlights of the introduced ‘flow of control’ construct. The isolated delta obtained were presented in Figure 7. In addition, Figure 7 depicts the delta distribution in the modified file. 
 4.4  Case Study 3: Effecting Changes to ‘Function’s Name’ In this case, changes were made to the original code by altering some selected function names in the application’s source code. The deltas obtained were quite large and were unevenly distributed in the program memory map. These changes as reported by the PDE are depicted in Figure 8.   4.5 Discussion of Results A summary of the results obtained in the three case studies earlier presented above is shown in Table 4. The results were categorised under the following: the delta(s) size, the physical address range of the delta(s), related ELF segments where the delta resides, delta orientation and the number of segment(s) involved.  The PDE isolates delta codes and provides information on the location in memory where appropriate changes are to be made in the new firmware. The information illustrated in Table 4. is useful in determining the size of delta involved and nature or characteristic of their distribution in the program memory.  In case study one, it is observed that the size of the delta is a single byte, this very small change can mean a lot in real WSN applications. One typical example involves altering the rate at which a sensor samples data in the field or taking an average of the number of samples acquired. These changes in most cases are limited to single byte size or integer size. Using the conventional approach will involve the erasure and rewriting of the entire program memory space or a substantial amount of the memory space if a loadable reprogramming approach is employed. In case study three, the delta distribution among segments in the flash memory is highly fragmented. These changes spread over five ELF segments, namely: (.text, .vector, .data, .reset, and .config_BFC02FF0). Even though the total number of bytes involved is relatively small (2725) compared to the actual memory size (128KB) of the PIC32MX320F128H microcontroller, the disjointed 
nature of the delta is best handled by reprogramming the entire available memory space. The observations inferred from the above case studies can be instrumental in devising an inference engine for the fuzzy logic subsystem employed in the context-based reconfiguration system for WSN. The limitations attributed to the difference-based approach as highlighted in Section 2 were resolved using the precision delta extraction scheme.  The precision delta extraction scheme generate a unified address scheme, which concatenates the segment number, section number and the position of each data contained in the original image and the modified image file separately.  The unified address scheme gives each set of data contained in the two files unique reference numbers that are similar. Hence, when any of the set of data is missing, its corresponding unified address ceases to exist, though its physical address might still exist, it will definitely point to another data. Similarly, when a set of new data is added, these new data acquire new unified addresses and invariably become easier to isolate.  This approach rules out the need to generate the pair (Checksum, MD5 hash) for each block of the old image and new image for comparison, which subsequently reduces the cost of implementing expensive computations in the base station. Though  Panta, Bagchi and Midkiff in [19] tried to justify the use of the host computer in implementing their modified algorithm, issues of degrading performance  occasioned by delay in Delta dissemination   can arise (especially in real-time applications). Other variants of the Rysnc algorithm have been proposed and implemented: RDIFF [26], VCDIFF [20] and BSDIFF [27]. However, since they are derivatives of the original Rsync algorithm, the lapses highlighted here are very much applicable.  5. CONCLUSIONS The PDE Metric tool developed is an improvement over existing similar tools like the Rysnc and its variants. The PDE does not need tuning in order to reduce the overheads associated with Rysnc and its variants. The PDE provides concise physical address and the virtual address of deltas. This information is useful for targeting Delta locations and allowing reconfiguration procedures to be confined to a single segment of the Flash memory thereby saving an enormous amount of energy expended when an entire program memory is reprogrammed.  
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 Figure 8: PDE display delta results obtained from Case study 3  Table 4: A summary of results obtained for the three case studies 
Case study Title  Size of changes in byte  
Physical Address Range(s) ELF segment Name 
Orientation of Change in Memory(Delta Orientation) 
Number of Segment  Start End 
1 Effecting Changes to ‘Constant’ Data 2 9D012014 9D012014 .text Segment confined 1 
2 Effecting Changes to ‘Flow of Control 3 9D00F280 9D00F2C8 .text Segment confined 1 
3 Effecting Changes to ‘Function’s Name’ 2725 
9D000028 9FC01280 A00025FC BFC00014 BFC02FF0 
9D013884 9FC01984 A0002784 BFC00194 BFC02FF0 
.text .vector .data .reset .config_BFC02FF0 
Segments Disjointed 5 
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